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Notes to Quarterly Condensed Financial Statements (UNAUDITED)

NOTE 1 – Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Corporate Structure
CH Energy Group is the holding company parent corporation of four principal, wholly owned
subsidiaries, Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation (“Central Hudson” or the
“Company”), Central Hudson Electric Transmission LLC (“CHET”), Central Hudson Enterprises
Corporation (“CHEC”) and Central Hudson Gas Transmission LLC (“CHGT”). CH Energy
Group’s common stock is indirectly owned by Fortis Inc. (“Fortis”), which is a leader in the
North American regulated electric and gas utility industry. Central Hudson is a regulated
electric and natural gas transmission and distribution utility. CHET was formed to engage in
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) electric transmission projects and has a
6.1% ownership interest in New York Transco LLC (“Transco”). In the first quarter of 2016,
CHGT was formed to hold CH Energy Group’s ownership stake in possible gas transmission
pipeline opportunities in New York State. As of March 31, 2018 there has been no activity in
CHGT. CHEC has ownership interests in certain non-regulated subsidiaries that are less than
100% owned.
Basis of Presentation
This Quarterly Financial Report is a combined report of CH Energy Group and Central Hudson.
The Notes to the Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements apply to both CH Energy
Group and Central Hudson. CH Energy Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements include
the accounts of CH Energy Group and its wholly owned subsidiaries, which include Central
Hudson, CHET, CHGT and CHEC. All intercompany balances and transactions have been
eliminated in consolidation.
CHEC’s investments in limited partnerships (“Partnerships”) and limited liability companies and
CHET’s investment in Transco are accounted for under the equity method. CHEC’s
proportionate share of the change in fair value of available-for-sale securities held by the
Partnerships is recorded in CH Energy Group’s Condensed Consolidated Statement of
Comprehensive Income.
The Quarterly Condensed Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP”), which for
regulated utilities, includes specific accounting guidance for regulated operations.
Regulatory Accounting Policies
Regulated companies, such as Central Hudson, defer costs and credits on the balance sheet
as regulatory assets and liabilities when it is probable that those costs and credits will be
recoverable through the rate-making process in a period different from when they otherwise
would have been reflected in income. For Central Hudson, these deferred regulatory assets
and liabilities, and the related deferred taxes, are recovered from or reimbursed to customers
either by offset as directed by the New York State Public Service Commission (“PSC”) or
through incorporation in the determination of revenue requirement used to set new rates.
Changes in regulatory assets and liabilities are reflected in the Condensed Consolidated
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Statement of Income in the period in which the amounts are reflected in rates. Current
accounting practices reflect the regulatory accounting authorized in Central Hudson’s most
recent rate order. See Note 4 – “Regulatory Matters” for additional information regarding
regulatory accounting.
Unaudited Quarterly Condensed Financial Statements
The accompanying Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements of CH Energy Group and
Condensed Financial Statements of Central Hudson are unaudited but, in the opinion of
management, reflect all adjustments, which include normal recurring adjustments, necessary
for a fair statement of the results for the interim periods presented. These unaudited Quarterly
Condensed Financial Statements do not contain all footnote disclosures concerning
accounting policies and other matters, which are included in the December 31, 2017 audited
Financial Statements and, accordingly, should be read in conjunction with the Notes thereto.
Seasonality
Central Hudson’s operations are seasonal in nature and weather-sensitive and, as a result,
financial results for interim periods are not necessarily indicative of trends for a twelve-month
period. Demand for electricity typically peaks during the summer, while demand for natural
gas typically peaks during the winter. The balance sheets of CH Energy Group and Central
Hudson as of March 31, 2017 are included for supplemental information.
Rates, Revenues, and Cost Adjustment Mechanisms
Central Hudson’s electric and natural gas retail rates are regulated by the PSC. Transmission
rates, facilities charges, and rates for electricity sold for resale in interstate commerce are
regulated by the FERC.
Central Hudson’s tariffs for retail electric and natural gas service include purchased electricity
and purchased natural gas cost adjustment mechanisms by which electric and natural gas
rates are adjusted to recover the actual purchased electricity and purchased natural gas costs
including hedging costs incurred in providing these services.
Central Hudson’s delivery rate structure includes Revenue Decoupling Mechanisms (“RDMs”),
which provide the ability to record revenues equal to those authorized by the PSC and used for
the development of rates for most of Central Hudson’s customers.
Use of Estimates
Preparation of the financial statements in accordance with GAAP includes the use of estimates
and assumptions by management that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities and the
disclosures of the contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and
the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting periods. As with all
estimates, actual results may differ from those estimated. Expense items most affected by the
use of estimates are depreciation and amortization (including amortization of intangible
assets), reserves for uncollectible accounts receivable, tax reserves, other operating reserves,
unbilled revenues, pension and other post-retirement benefits.
- 14 -
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There were no material changes in CH Energy Group’s or Central Hudson’s critical accounting
estimates or in Central Hudson’s regulatory accounting policies during the three months ended
March 31, 2017.
Estimates are also reflected for certain commitments and contingencies where there is
sufficient basis to project a future obligation. Disclosures related to these certain commitments
and contingencies are included in Note 13 - “Commitments and Contingencies”.
Revenue Recognition
Revenue from Contracts with Customers
Central Hudson delivers electric and gas energy services to residential and non-residential
customers based on approved tariff rates. Central Hudson records revenue as electric and
natural gas is delivered based on either the customers’ meter read or estimated usage for the
month, an output measure of progress based on kWh or Ccf delivered. Customers
simultaneously receive and consume the benefits provided by Central Hudson. Revenue
consists of a fixed customer charge and a charge per kWh or Ccf, which is fixed at the time of
delivery. Additionally, non-residential electric service customers pay a per kW demand charge
which is also fixed at the time of delivery. Customers within the Company’s service territory
can elect to purchase the commodity from Central Hudson or a retail marketer. Amounts billed
to customers are due within 20 days from the date the bill was rendered, and any payment not
received by the due date is considered delinquent and incurs a late payment fee. All
performance obligations are satisfied for tariff sales.
Central Hudson records an estimate of unbilled revenue for service rendered to customers
subsequent to their billing date and through the end of the month. Unbilled revenues are
dependent upon a number of factors that require management’s judgment including estimates
of retail sales and customer usage patterns.
Central Hudson receives payments from certain customers based on a predetermined budget
billing schedule. Budget billing does not represent a contract asset or liability but rather just a
receivable/liability because there are no further performance obligations required to be
satisfied before the Company has the right to collect/refund the customer’s consideration.
Consideration is due when control of the energy is transferred to the customer and is satisfied
with the passage of time. Budget billing liability balances are recorded within the customer
advances line item in the balance sheet.
Alternative Revenues
In accordance with Accounting Standard Codification (“ASC”) 980, and as authorized by the
PSC, Central Hudson records alternative revenues in response to past activities or completed
events, if certain criteria are met. Central Hudson has identified in both, its electric and natural
gas revenues, alternative revenue programs. Alternative revenues are generally intended to
compensate a regulated utility for fluctuations in revenue due to weather abnormalities,
external factors and demand side initiatives promoted by the regulator, as well as incentive
awards if the utility achieves certain objectives, such as reducing costs, reaching specified
milestones, or improving customer service. Central Hudson recognizes alternative revenues
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Depreciation and Amortization
Central Hudson’s depreciation and amortization provisions are computed on the straight-line
method using PSC approved rates. The anticipated costs of removing assets upon retirement
are generally provided for over the life of those assets as a component of depreciation expense
and, for regulatory reporting purposes, is reflected in accumulated depreciation until the costs
are incurred, which is consistent with industry practice. Current accounting guidance related to
asset retirement precludes the recognition of expected future retirement obligations as a
component of depreciation expense or accumulated depreciation. Central Hudson, however, is
required to use depreciation methods and rates approved by the PSC under regulatory
accounting. These depreciation rates include a charge for the cost of future removal and
retirement of fixed assets. Central Hudson reclassifies cost of removal recovered in excess of
amounts incurred to date from accumulated depreciation to regulatory liabilities for presentation
in its Condensed Balance Sheet in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Asset Retirement Obligations
Central Hudson records Asset Retirement Obligations (“AROs”) for the incremental removal
costs, resulting from legal and environmental obligations associated with the retirement of
certain utility plant assets, as a liability at fair value with a corresponding increase to utility
capital assets, in the period in which the costs are known and estimable. The fair value of
AROs is based on an estimate of the present value of expected future cash outlays, discounted
at a credit-adjusted risk-free interest rate. AROs are adjusted at the end of each reporting
period to accrete the liability for the passage of time and record any changes in the estimated
future cash flows of the incremental obligation. Accretion and depreciation expense associated
with AROs are recorded as regulatory assets. Actual costs incurred reduce the liability. The
regulatory assets for accretion and depreciation are recovered through the accumulated
depreciation reserve upon retirement of the asset.
Impairment of Long-Lived Assets
Central Hudson reviews long-lived assets for impairment, at least annually. Asset-impairment
testing at the regulated utilities is carried out at the enterprise level to determine if assets are
impaired. The recovery of regulated assets’ carrying value, including a fair rate of return, is
provided through customer electricity and natural gas rates approved by the PSC. The net cash
flows for regulated enterprises are not asset-specific, but are pooled for the entire regulated utility.
Operating Leases
CH Energy Group and its subsidiaries recognize operating lease payments as an expense in the
Statement of Income on a straight line basis over the lease term.
Research and Development
Central Hudson is engaged in the conduct and support of research and development (“R&D”)
activities that are focused on the improvement of existing energy technologies and the
development of new technologies for the delivery and customer use of energy. R&D
expenditures are provided for in Central Hudson’s rates charged to customers for electric and
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natural gas delivery service, with any differences between actual R&D expense and the rate
allowances deferred for future recovery from or return to customers. See Note 7 – “Research
and Development” for additional details.
Debt Issuance Costs
Expenses incurred in connection with CH Energy Group’s or Central Hudson’s debt issuance
and any discount or premium on debt are deferred and amortized over the lives of the related
issues. When long-term debt is reacquired or redeemed, regulatory accounting permits deferral
of related unamortized debt expense and reacquisition costs. These costs are being amortized
over the remaining life of the original life of the debt issue retired. The amortization of debt
costs for reacquired debt is incorporated in the revenue requirement for delivery rates as
authorized by the PSC. See Note 10 – “Capitalization – Long-Term Debt” for additional details.
Income Tax
CH Energy Group and its subsidiaries file consolidated federal income tax returns with FortisUS
Inc. (“FortisUS”) and, depending on the state, either standalone or consolidated state income
tax returns. Income taxes are deferred, for all differences between the financial statement and
the tax basis of assets and liabilities, under the asset and liability method in accordance with
current accounting guidance for income taxes. Certain deferred income taxes are recorded with
offsetting regulatory assets or liabilities by Central Hudson to recognize that income taxes will
be recovered or refunded through future rates. For federal and state income tax purposes, CH
Energy Group and its subsidiaries use an accelerated method of depreciation and generally use
the shortest life permitted for each class of assets. Central Hudson follows the normalization
method of accounting, which spreads the tax benefits associated with utility assets over the
same time period that the costs of those assets are recovered from customers. Normalization is
required as a prerequisite for utilities claiming accelerated depreciation and certain tax credits.
Deferred investment tax credits are amortized over the estimated life of the properties giving rise
to the credits. For state income tax purposes, Central Hudson uses book depreciation for
property placed in service in 1999 or earlier in accordance with transition property rules under
Article 9-A of the New York State Tax Law. CH Energy Group and CHEC file state income tax
returns in the states in which it conducts business. See Note 5 – “Income Tax” for additional
information regarding income taxes and tax reform.
Post-Employment and Other Benefits
Central Hudson sponsors a noncontributory Retirement Income Plan (“Retirement Plan”) for all
management, professional and supervisory employees hired before January 1, 2008 and for all
Union employees hired before May 1, 2008. Benefits are based on years of service and
compensation. Central Hudson also provides Other Post-Employment Benefits plans, which
include certain health care and life insurance benefits for retirees hired within the same time
periods as stated above. Additionally, Central Hudson maintains a Supplemental Executive
Retirement Plan (“SERP”) for certain members of management.
Central Hudson recognizes any underfunded status of the Retirement Plan and SERP
(collectively “Pension”) and OPEB defined benefit plans as a liability on its balance sheet. The
underfunded status is measured as the difference between the fair value of qualified plans’
assets and the projected benefit obligation (“PBO”) for the plans. The SERP is a non-qualified
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plan under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act guidelines and therefore, although
funded annually to achieve 110% of the plan’s accumulated benefit obligation, the trust assets
of this plan are not included in the calculation of the funded status for accounting purposes. The
Pension status includes the SERP PBO although it does not take into consideration the SERP
trust assets. Central Hudson recognizes a regulatory asset for the underfunded amount
because these future costs are probable for recovery from customers in future rates.
Pension and OPEB benefit expenses are determined by actuarial valuations based on
assumptions that Central Hudson evaluates at least annually. The PSC has authorized deferral
accounting treatment for any variations between actual Pension and OPEB expenses and the
amount included in the current delivery rate structure.
Any unamortized balances related to net actuarial gains and losses, past service costs and
transitional obligations, which would otherwise be recognized in accumulated other
comprehensive income are subject to deferral accounting treatment.
Central Hudson also sponsors a contributory 401(k) retirement plan (“401(k) plan”) for its
employees. The 401(k) plan provides for employee tax-deferred salary deductions for
participating employees, as well as, employer contributions.
For more information see Note 11 – “Post-Employment Benefits”.
Additionally, Central Hudson sponsors a contributory Deferred Compensation Plan (“Deferred
Compensation Plan”) for certain members of management and members of the Central Hudson
Board of Directors. Although the Deferred Compensation Plan is a non-qualified plan, Central
Hudson has established a trust for funding the associated liability to participants. For more
information, see Note 16 – “Other Fair Value Measurements”.
Equity-Based Compensation
Officers of CH Energy Group and Central Hudson were granted Share Unit Plan shares
(“SUPs”) under various plans as part of the officer’s long-term incentives. Compensation
expense and the related liability associated with the SUPs is recorded based on the fair value at
each reporting date until settlement, reflecting expected future payout and time elapsed within
the terms of the award, typically at the end of the three year vesting period. The fair value of the
SUPs’ liability is based on Fortis’ common share 5 day volume weighted average trading price
at the end of each reporting period. CH Energy Group and Central Hudson have elected to
recognize forfeitures when they occur due to the limited number of participants in the equitybased compensation plans. For more information, see Note 12 – “Equity-Based
Compensation”.
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Common Stock Dividends
CH Energy Group’s ability to pay dividends is affected by the ability of its subsidiaries to pay
dividends. The Federal Power Act limits the payment of annual dividends by Central Hudson to
its retained earnings. More restrictive is the PSC’s limit on the dividends Central Hudson may
pay to CH Energy Group. See Note 9 – “Capitalization-Common and Preferred Stock” for
additional information. CH Energy Group’s other subsidiaries do not have expressed
restrictions on their ability to pay dividends.
Derivatives
From time to time, Central Hudson enters into derivative contracts in conjunction with the
Company’s enterprise risk management program to hedge certain risk exposures related to its
business operations. Central Hudson uses derivative contracts to reduce the impact of volatility
in the supply prices of natural gas and electricity and to hedge exposure to volatility in interest
rates for its variable rate long-term debt. Central Hudson records all derivatives at fair value
with certain exceptions including those derivatives that qualify for the normal purchase
exception. The fair value of derivative instruments are estimates of the amounts that Central
Hudson would receive or have to pay to terminate the outstanding contracts at the balance
sheet dates.
Realized gains and losses on Central Hudson’s derivative instruments are conveyed to or
recovered from customers through PSC-authorized deferral accounting mechanisms, with no
material impact on cash flows, results of operations or liquidity. Realized gains and losses on
Central Hudson’s energy derivative instruments and all associated costs are reported as part of
purchased natural gas, purchased electricity and fuel used in electric generation in CH Energy
Group’s and Central Hudson’s Statements of Income as the corresponding amounts are either
recovered from or returned to customers through fuel cost adjustment mechanisms in revenues.
See Note 15 – “Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities” for further details.
Normal Purchases and Normal Sales
Central Hudson enters into forward energy purchase contracts, including options, with
counterparties that have generating capacity to support current load forecasts or counterparties
that can meet Central Hudson’s load serving obligations. Central Hudson has elected the
normal purchase exception for these contracts, which are not required to be measured at fair
value and are accounted for on an accrual basis. Central Hudson currently does not enter into
generation sales contracts. See Note 13 – “Commitments and Contingencies” for further
details.
Reclassification
Certain amounts in the prior year’s financial statements and in Note 14 – “Segments and
Related Information” have been reclassified to conform to the 2018 presentation on CH Energy
Group and Central Hudson’s financial statements. These reclassifications had no effect on the
reported results of operations.
In the first quarter of 2018, the Company made a change in policy election to classify its shortterm borrowings in the Condensed Statement of Cash Flows as net. Previously, short-term
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Financial Instruments
Effective January 1, 2018, CH Energy Group and Central Hudson adopted ASU No. 2016-01,
2018-03 and 2018-04. These ASUs amend the guidance on the classification, measurement,
presentation and disclosure of financial instruments. Although this standard retains many
current requirements, it significantly revises an entity’s accounting related to (1) the
classification and measurement of investments in equity securities and (2) the presentation of
certain fair value changes for financial liabilities measured at fair value. This standard also
amends certain disclosure requirements associated with the fair value of financial instruments.
The adoption of these ASUs was applied prospectively. There was no material impact on the
financial condition, results of operation and cash flows of CH Energy Group and its subsidiaries
upon adoption.
Statement of Cash Flows
Effective January 1, 2018, CH Energy Group and Central Hudson adopted ASU No. 2016-15
and 2016-18. ASU No. 2016-15 amends Topic 230 that lacked consistent principles for
evaluating the classification of cash payments and receipts in the statement of cash flows,
which led to diversity in practice and, in certain circumstances, financial statement
restatements. The amendments in this standard address eight specific cash flow issues and
apply to all entities that are required to present a statement of cash flows under Topic 230. ASU
No. 2016-18 requires that an entity include in its cash and cash-equivalent balances in the
statement of cash flows those amounts that are deemed to be restricted cash and restricted
cash equivalents. These updates were applied retrospectively. There was no material impact
on the financial condition, results of operation and cash flows of CH Energy Group and its
subsidiaries upon adoption.
Presentation of Pension Costs
Effective January 1, 2018, CH Energy Group and Central Hudson adopted ASU No. 2017-07
which amended Topic 715 requiring that an employer report the service cost component in the
same line item or items as other compensation costs arising from services rendered by the
pertinent employees during the period and all other components of net benefit cost be
presented in the income statement separately from the service cost component and outside a
subtotal of income from operations. The amendment also allows only the service cost
component to be eligible for capitalization when applicable. Effective January 1, 2018 CH
Energy Group and Central Hudson present the non-service cost component as part of nonoperating income and expenses for reporting under GAAP. However the non-service cost
component will continue to be reported as a component of operating expense for regulatory
purposes and will be fully collectible from customers as authorized by the PSC. As such, there
will be no impact on net income during the remaining term of the current rate plan. In addition,
effective January 1, 2018, Central Hudson modified its capitalization policy to only capitalize a
portion of the service cost components. Impacts to operating expenses, capital expenditures or
rate base are expected to be incorporated in new rates which will be effective July 1, 2018.
The amendment was adopted retrospectively for the income statement presentation of service
costs, and prospectively for the capitalization of benefit costs. The non-service cost
component reclassified from operating expenses to other – net for the period ended March 31,
2017 for CH Energy Group and Central Hudson is $0.8 million respectively.
Compensation - Stock Compensation
Effective January 1, 2018, CH Energy Group and Central Hudson adopted ASU No. 2017-09.
ASU No. 2017-09 amends Topic 718 providing guidance about which changes to the terms or
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conditions of a share-based payment award require an entity to apply modification accounting.
The amendment was applied prospectively to an award modified on or after the adoption date.
There was no material impact on the financial position, results of operations and cash flows of
CH Energy Group and its subsidiaries upon adoption.

Note 2 - Revenues and Receivables
Central Hudson disaggregates revenue by segment (electric and natural gas operations) and by
revenue type, revenue from contract with customers, alternative revenue programs and other
revenue.
Revenue from Contract with Customers
Central Hudson records revenue as electricity and natural gas is delivered based on either the
customers’ meter read or estimated usage for the month. For full service customers, this
includes delivery and supply of electricity and natural gas. For retail choice customers, this
includes only delivery as these customers purchase supply from a retail marketer. Sales and
usage-based taxes and other assessments collected on behalf of the State of New York are
excluded from revenues. Central Hudson has applied the practical expedient to consideration
received from customers on a billing schedule and has not adjusted the promised amount for
the effect of a significant finance component because the period between a transfer of goods or
services will be one year or less.
Alternative Revenues
Central Hudson’s alternative revenue programs include: electric and natural gas RDMs, Gas
Merchant Function Charge lost revenues, Empire-Zone lost revenue and revenue requirements
for leak prone pipe replacements and Reforming Energy Vision (“REV”) Orders. In addition,
Central Hudson’s recognizes target based alternative revenue programs for reduced service
terminations, gas expansion performance, gas infrastructure enhancements, and energy
efficiency incentives when targets are met.
Other Revenues
Other revenues consist of pole attachment rents, finance charges, miscellaneous fees and other
revenue adjustments. Included in other revenue adjustments are changes to regulatory deferral
balances to reverse the impact of refunds/(collections) of previously recognized deferrals and
negative revenue adjustments (“NRAs”) pursuant to PSC Orders.
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2017 Electric and Gas Rate Filing Request
Central Hudson filed an electric and natural gas rate case on July 28, 2017 with the PSC
seeking electric and natural gas delivery revenue increases of $43.0 million and $18.1 million,
respectively, to become effective July 1, 2018. The rate filing was made in order to align electric
and natural gas delivery rates with the projected costs of providing service to our customers.
On April 18, 2018, a Joint Proposal (“JP”) was filed proposing a comprehensive three-year rate
plan for Central Hudson’s electric and natural gas delivery service to be effective for the period
beginning July 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2021. The JP was signed by the Company,
Department of Public Service Staff, Multiple Intervenors, Utility Intervention Unit, Dutchess
County, Public Utility Law Project, Pace Center for Climate Change, Natural Resources Defense
Council, Department of Defense, Acadia Center, NY Geothermal Energy Organization and Bob
Wyman. To the extent Commission approval of the JP occurs after July 1, 2018 the JP includes
a make whole provision to ensure that Central Hudson recovers the allowed Rate Year 1
(“RY1”) revenues by the end of RY1.
The JP proposes revenue increases which, if approved, would result in average residential
monthly bill impacts of 1.33%, 2.99% and 4.41% for electric customers and 2.05%, 4.40% and
5.45% for natural gas customers in each year of the rate plan.
The proposed revenue requirements reflect an allowed return on equity of 8.80% for all three
years with a common equity ratio of 48% for RY 1, 49% for RY2 and 50% for RY3. Earnings in
excess of 9.30% will be shared with customers. The revenue requirements reflect authorization
for capital expenditures of over $650 million over the term of the rate plan including an increase
in information technology investments, funding to begin implementing a multi-year plan to
construct a Training Center and Primary Control Center, continued investment for Leak Prone
Pipe Replacement, and Distribution Automation and Network Strategy. The revenue
requirements also reflect an increase in funding for Transmission and Distribution Right of Way
Maintenance, increased low income discounts, funding to eliminate credit/debit card and walk-in
center payment fees paid by customers and an increase in energy efficiency program costs
which will be moved into base rates.
The JP introduces five electric and one natural gas Earnings Adjustment Mechanism with
targets set for minimum, midpoint and maximum performance. Potential maximum earnings
adjustments total $2.0 million in 2018, $4.3 million in 2019, $4.7 million in 2020 and $4.9 million
in 2021.
The proposed rates reflect a reduction to the customer charge for residential and electric small
commercial classes. A Rate Adjustment Mechanism is proposed to return or collect certain
deferrals and costs on a timely basis and the electric RDM has been expanded to include SCs
3, 5 and 8.
The JP also proposes changes to various performance mechanisms for electric, natural gas and
customer service. For electric reliability, the System Average Interruption Frequency Index
(“SAIFI”) target is raised to 1.38 in 2018 and gradually reduced back to 1.30 by the end of the
rate plan. In the natural gas business, gas safety metric targets were restated for calendar year
2018 and other changes were made including revised targets for all metrics, a reduction to
potential NRAs and additional positive revenue adjustments for surpassing certain gas safety
- 28 -
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Other PSC Proceedings
Deferral Accounting and Recovery of Additional Distribution and Transmission Vegetation
Management Funds and Relief from the 2016 Frequency Performance Metric
On May 5, 2017, Central Hudson filed a petition with the PSC seeking approval for accounting
authority to defer incremental funding associated with Central Hudson’s hazard tree trimming
program. The Company also sought relief from its 2016 SAIFI service quality negative
revenue adjustment, resulting from Central Hudson’s inability to meet the 2016 SAIFI target
agreed to as part of the Joint Proposal approved by the PSC in Case 14-E-0318 effective June
17, 2015. The petition demonstrated the Company’s deteriorating reliability performance and
subsequent failure of the SAIFI target were the direct result of factors that were outside of its
control and requested: 1) the establishment of an incremental $5.0 million of funding towards
the distribution danger tree program to be initiated during its current rate agreement; 2)
deferral authority for $1.9 million of incremental transmission trimming funding because Central
Hudson’s transmission program will be suspended in September 2017 due to inadequate
funding in its current rate agreement; and 3) relief from the 2016 SAIFI penalty. The petition
described the impacts of hazard trees resulting from the infestation of the Emerald Ash Borer,
Federal and New York State (“NYS”) imposed restrictions on the time of year when Central
Hudson can trim due to the Indiana and Long eared bats and the current insufficient funding to
maintain the recommended four year routine trimming cycle. All of these factors, which are
outside the Company’s control, contributed to the Company failing its 2016 SAIFI electric
reliability service quality performance metric. On September 19, 2017, the PSC issued an
Order Denying, in Part, Deferral Accounting and Recovery of Additional Distribution and
Transmission Vegetation Management Funds and Relief from the 2016 Frequency
Performance Metric. The Order allows deferral authority of up to $2.0 million of incremental
funding for a targeted distribution hazard tree program, provided that the Company’s electric
regulatory earned return on equity (“ROE”) for the Rate Year Ended June 30, 2018 does not
exceed the allowed ROE of 9.0%. Any regulatory earnings in excess of the allowed ROE will
be used to reduce the amount deferred. The method of recovery and allocation to customers
will be determined in the Company’s pending electric rate proceeding, Case 17-E-0459. All
other aspects of the deferral petition were denied. The Company will spend the $2.0 million but
has elected to not defer and will continue to monitor whether the Company should exercise its
authority to do so during the Rate Year ending June 30, 2018.
Deferral Accounting and Recovery of Distributed System Platform Related Cost
On March 7, 2017, Central Hudson filed a petition with the PSC seeking approval to defer and
recover incurred and ongoing incremental costs associated with the development and
implementation of the PSC’s policies formulated in Case 14-M-0101, Proceeding on the Motion
of the Commission in Regard to REV and its associated cases. Through February 28, 2017 of
the current rate plan established in Case 14-E-0318 Central Hudson has accumulated
incremental REV related costs totaling $1.8 million and approximately $0.1 million of carrying
charges. Those costs include incremental internal and external labor costs used to develop
the Distributed System Implementation Plan (“DSIP”), including Advance Metering
Infrastructure business case and the Benefit Cost analysis handbook, Supplemental DSIP,
Interconnection Earnings Adjustment Mechanism (“EAM”), System Efficiency EAM and the
cost of other REV requirements. The Company expects to incur other incremental costs
associated with REV on an ongoing basis including but not limited to costs associated with the
development of an interconnection portal to facilitate Distribution Energy Resources (“DER”)
- 30 -
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connection to Central Hudson’s distribution system and hosting capacity analysis to determine
how much DER can connect to each circuit on Central Hudson’s distribution system without
triggering the need for a distribution system upgrade on the applicable circuit. On July 13,
2017, the PSC issued Order Approving Deferral Accounting and Recovery of Distributed
System Platform Related Cost, Case 17-E-0113, authorizing Central Hudson to recover
approximately $1.8 million plus carrying charges via a Miscellaneous Charge Factor to become
effective August 1, 2017.
Governmental Mandates Exceeding 10 Basis Points or More of Return on Common Equity
The Order Approving Rate Plan dated June 17, 2015 in Cases 14-E-0318 and 14-G-0319
authorized deferral of incremental costs that individually have material consequences (10 basis
points or more of return on common equity for either the gas department or the electric
department) related to new legislative, governmental, Commission or other regulatory actions.
There are currently regulatory asset balances associated with two deferrals for costs under this
provision incurred during the last rate year of the extended rate freeze:


On October 14, 2015, Central Hudson filed a deferral petition seeking approval and
recovery of $2.2 million of incremental expense associated with new compliance and
reporting requirements resulting from multiple Commission Orders stemming from a
natural gas incident in Horseheads, New York. On February 5, 2016, Central Hudson
received a letter from the PSC’s Office of Accounting, Audits and Finance indicating that
the PSC had reviewed and audited the deferred balances and was in agreement with
the amount deferred at December 31, 2015. The method of recovery will be addressed
in the Company’s pending rate case filing.



On September 1, 2015, Central Hudson filed a deferral petition with the PSC seeking
approval and recovery of $1.0 million of incremental expense associated with new
compliance requirements resulting from the North American Reliability Corporation’s
change to the definition of the Bulk Electric System, as approved by FERC. On
February 5, 2016, Central Hudson received a letter from the PSC’s Office of
Accounting, Audits and Finance indicating that the PSC had reviewed and audited the
deferred balances and was in agreement with the amount deferred at December 31,
2015. The method of recovery will be addressed in the Company’s pending rate case
filing.

In the Matter of Utility Preparation & Response to Power Outages During the March 2018
Winter Storms – DPS 18-00618
On March 14, 2018, following the March 2018 Nor’easter storms on March 2nd (Riley) and
March 7th (Quinn), the PSC notified the chief executives of the state’s major electric utility
companies that an investigation into preparedness of and response to the two early March
storms was underway, including all aspects of the Companies’ filed and approved emergency
plans. The investigation will include evaluation under the Commission’s Emergency Response
Scorecard that was filed by Central Hudson with the Commission on April 11, 2018. In
addition, per state regulations, the Company is required to perform and file with the
Commission an Emergency Response Performance Assessment within 60 days. Central
Hudson’s performance assessment is due May 11, 2018. The PSC Staff will conduct 20 public
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statements hearings (“PSH”) in April throughout the state to receive public comments
regarding the storm preparedness and response of the electric companies. PSH are
scheduled for April 16 and April 23 in Central Hudson’s service territory in Athens in Greene
County and in Poughkeepsie in Dutchess County, respectively. The Company is responding
to numerous Staff data requests that have been submitted as part their extensive review of the
Company’s storm preparedness and responsiveness.
Petition for Change in Accounting
On April 28, 2016, the Company filed a Petition for Accounting Change related to the required
treatment of unbilled revenues set forth in the Order Approving Rate Plan, issued and effective
June 17, 2015, in Cases 14-E-0318 and 14-G-0319, to provide better matching of revenues
and expenses. This Order required Central Hudson to defer and recognize residual unbilled
revenue as a regulatory liability (as described in the approved Joint Proposal under Section V,
subpart A, 4(h)). Specifically, Central Hudson sought approval to record and recognize residual
unbilled revenue as revenue on the income statement each month beginning with the month of
July 2016.
On July 20, 2016, the PSC issued the “Order Approving Accounting Change with Modification”
which allowed Central Hudson to realize unbilled revenue as revenue on the income statement
citing conformity with GAAP and the accounting treatment at other utilities in NYS. However,
the Order also required that a portion of the unbilled revenues remain as a regulatory liability
for the future benefit of customers. Approximately $14.1 million was recognized as unbilled
revenues which occurred concurrently with the transition to monthly billing and provided an
offset for the $9.0 million earnings impact that would have resulted from the RDM targets being
set without consideration for the transition to monthly billing. The net impact on earnings of
approximately $5.1 million was required to be deferred to ensure there was no net earnings
impact that resulted from the transition to monthly billing and the recording of unbilled revenue.
The deferral is included in “Regulatory Liabilities – other long-term” in CH Energy Group and
Central Hudson’s Condensed Balance Sheets.

NOTE 5 – Income Tax
Uncertain Tax Positions
In September of 2010, Central Hudson filed a request with the Internal Revenue Service
(“IRS”) to change its tax accounting method related to costs to repair and maintain utility
assets. The change was effective for the tax year ended December 31, 2009. This change
allows Central Hudson to take a current tax deduction for a significant amount of repair costs
that were previously capitalized for tax purposes.
In September 2012, Central Hudson filed corporate income tax returns for the year ended
December 31, 2011. With that filing, Central Hudson included an election to adopt the
provisions of Revenue Procedure 2011-43 (“Rev Proc”), which provided IRS guidance related
to a repair deduction previously taken on electric transmission and distribution property. As
such, tax reserves related to the electric transmission and distribution repair deductions, which
were established prior to issuance of the Rev Proc, were reclassified to deferred tax liability
accounts.
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NOTE 6 – Investments in Unconsolidated Affiliates
In the first quarter of 2016, CH Energy Group formed CHGT to hold an ownership stake in
possible gas transmission pipeline opportunities in New York State. As of March 31, 2018
there has been no activity in CHGT.
In 2014, CH Energy Group formed CHET to engage in electric transmission projects. The first
undertaking of CHET was the execution of the Transco agreement. CHET’s ownership
interest in Transco is 6.1%. FERC approved rates for Transco in March 2016 and three
projects costing approximately $209.0 million were placed in service on June 1, 2016 after
receiving the remaining regulatory approvals in May 2016. CHET made capital contributions to
Transco of $6.8 million to fund these projects. During the three months ended March 31, 2018
CHET made no capital contributions to Transco. Additionally, Transco filed proposals related
to the AC Transmission Order with the NYISO in April 2016. A final decision on whether a
project will be awarded is expected in the third quarter of 2018. As of March 31, 2018,
December 31, 2017 and March 31, 2017, CHET's investment in Transco was approximately
$7.3 million, $7.1 million and $7.2 million, respectively.
CHEC has equity investments in Partnerships, one of which holds investments in energy
sector start-up companies. As of March 31, 2018, December 31, 2017 and March 31, 2017,
the value of CHEC's equity investments were $0.7 million, $1.0 million and $0.8 million,
respectively. These investments are not considered to be a part of the core business;
however, management intends to retain these investments at this time.

NOTE 7 – Research and Development
Central Hudson’s R&D expenditures for the three months ended March 31, 2018 and March
31, 2017 were $0.7 million and $1.1 million. These expenditures were for internal research
programs and for contributions to research administered by New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority (“NYSERDA”), the Electric Power Research Institute and other
industry organizations.
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NOTE 9 – Capitalization – Common and Preferred Stock
Capitalization
On January 17, 2018, CH Energy Group received a capital contribution of $8.0 million from its
parent FortisUS. The contribution was recorded as paid in capital, see CH Energy Group’s
Consolidated Statement of Equity.
Common Stock Dividends
CH Energy Group’s ability to pay dividends is affected by the ability of its subsidiaries to pay
dividends. The Federal Power Act limits the payment of annual dividends by Central Hudson to
its retained earnings. More restrictive is the PSC’s limit on the dividends Central Hudson may
pay to CH Energy Group, which is 100% of the average annual income available for common
stock, calculated on a two-year rolling average basis. Based on this calculation, Central Hudson
is currently restricted to a maximum annual payment of $53.5 million and $48.7 million in
dividends to CH Energy Group for the periods ended March 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
Central Hudson’s ability to pay dividends would be reduced to 75% of its average annual
income in the event of a downgrade of its senior debt rating below “BBB+” by more than one
rating agency, if the stated reason for the downgrade is related to any of CH Energy Group’s or
Central Hudson’s affiliates. Further restrictions are imposed for rating downgrades below this
level. In addition, Central Hudson would not be allowed to pay dividends if its average common
equity ratio for the 13 months prior to a proposed dividend was more than 200 basis points
below the ratio used in setting rates (currently 48%). CH Energy Group’s other subsidiaries do
not have expressed restrictions on their ability to pay dividends.
During both the three months ended March 31, 2018 and 2017, CH Energy Group paid
dividends to FortisUS of $5.5 million.
Central Hudson did not pay any dividends to its parent CH Energy Group during the first quarter
of 2018. During the three months ended March 31, 2017, Central Hudson paid dividends to CH
Energy Group of $4.0 million.
Preferred Stock
Other than the one share of Junior Preferred Stock, Central Hudson has no outstanding
preferred stock as of March 31, 2018 and March 31, 2017.
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See Note 15 – “Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities” for fair value
disclosures related to the recovery of these interest costs.
In its 2015 Rate Order, the PSC has authorized the continued deferral accounting treatment for
variations in the interest costs of the 1999 Series B NYSERDA Bonds and beginning July 1,
2015, the Series E 10-year notes. As such, variations between the actual interest rates on
these bonds and the interest rate included in the current delivery rate structure for these bonds
are deferred for future recovery from or refund to customers and therefore do not impact
earnings.
Debt Covenants
CH Energy Group’s $15.4 million of privately placed notes require compliance with certain
covenants including maintaining a ratio of total consolidated debt to total consolidated
capitalization of no more than 0.65 to 1.00 and not permitting certain debt, other than the
privately placed notes, associated with the unregulated operations of CH Energy Group to
exceed 10% of total consolidated assets.
Central Hudson, under the terms of the various note purchase agreements, is subject to similar
financial covenants and restrictions to those of CH Energy Group, including restrictions with
respect to Central Hudson’s indebtedness and assets.
As of March 31, 2018, CH Energy Group and Central Hudson are in compliance with all
covenants.

NOTE 11 – Post-Employment Benefits
In its Orders, the PSC has authorized deferral accounting treatment for any variations between
actual pension and OPEB expense and the amount included in the current delivery rate
structure. As a result, variations in expenses for post-employment benefit plans at Central
Hudson do not have any impact on earnings.
Central Hudson has a non-contributory Retirement Plan covering substantially all of its
employees hired before January 1, 2008 and a non-qualified SERP for certain executives. The
Retirement Plan is a defined benefit plan, which provides pension benefits based on an
employee’s compensation and years of service. Central Hudson also provides certain health
care and life insurance benefits for retired employees through its post-retirement benefit plans.
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NOTE 12 – Equity-Based Compensation
Share Unit Plan Units
In January 2018, officers of Central Hudson were granted 49,012 Units under the Central
Hudson 2018 Share Unit Plan (“2018 SUP”), representing the officers’ long-term incentives.
Two-thirds of the issued 2018 SUP Units granted are performance based and vest at the end
of the three-year performance period upon achievement of specified cumulative performance
goals. The remaining 2018 SUP Units that were granted are time-based and vest at the end of
the three-year period without regard to performance. Each SUP Unit granted has an
underlying value equivalent to the value of one common share of Fortis and if earned and
vested is paid in cash. The foreign exchange rate utilized for cash payout in the US dollar
equivalent for each plan corresponds to the exchange rate on the business day prior to the
date of that SUP Unit grant. Each SUP Unit accrues notional dividend equivalents equal to the
dividends declared by the Fortis Board of Directors on Fortis common shares.
In January 2018, CH Energy Group granted 29,514 Units to an officer of CH Energy Group
under a 2018 Performance Share Unit Plan (“2018 PSUP”). CH Energy Group adopted a
similar Performance Share Unit Plan in 2017 (“2017 PSUP”) and in 2016 (“2016 PSUP”) and
issued Units to an officer of CH Energy Group under each plan, collectively (“PSUP”). The
PSUP Units are performance based and vest upon achievement of specified performance
goals over the applicable three-year performance period. Each PSUP Unit has an underlying
value equivalent to the value of one common share of Fortis and if earned and vested is paid
in cash. The foreign exchange rate utilized for cash payout in the US dollar equivalent
corresponds to the exchange rate on the business day prior to the date of the PSUP Unit
grant. Each PSUP Unit accrues notional dividend equivalents equal to the dividends declared
by the Fortis Board of Directors on Fortis common shares.
Officers of Central Hudson were granted Units under the Central Hudson 2017 (“2017 SUP”)
Share Unit Plan, and Officers of CH Energy Group and Central Hudson were granted Units
under the Central Hudson 2016 (“2016 SUP”) and 2015 (“2015 SUP”) Share Unit Plans,
collectively the (“SUP plans”); representing the officers’ long-term incentives. Two-thirds of the
SUP Units granted under the SUP plans are performance based and vest at the end of the
respective three-year performance period upon achievement of specified cumulative
performance goals. The remaining SUP Units that were granted under the SUP plans are timebased and vest at the end of the respective three-year period without regard to performance.
Awards granted under the 2015 SUP vested and were paid out during the first quarter of 2018.
For all grants issued, each SUP Unit is equivalent to the value of one common share of Fortis
and if earned and vested is paid in cash. The foreign exchange rate utilized for cash payout in
the US dollar equivalent for each plan corresponds to the exchange rate on the business day
prior to the date of that SUP Unit grant. Each SUP Unit accrues notional dividend equivalents
equal to the dividends declared by the Fortis Board of Directors on Fortis common shares.
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Employee Share Purchase Plan
Effective May 17, 2017, the Company adopted the Fortis Amended and Restated 2012
Employee Share Purchase Plan (“ESPP”). Fortis authorized 600,000 of its common shares to
be offered under the ESPP. The ESPP allows eligible employees of Fortis and adopting
subsidiaries to contribute during any investment period an amount not less than 1% and not
more than 10% of their eligible compensation to purchase Fortis’ common shares. Under the
ESPP, employees are entitled to fund contributions through interest free loans from the
Company. At March 31, 2018 and December 31, 2017, employee loans due to the Company
related to the ESPP were approximately $0.1 million and $0.2 million.
The ESPP provides that the Company will contribute as additional salary an amount equal to
10% of an employee’s contribution to a maximum contribution of 1% of eligible compensation.
The Company will also contribute an amount equal to 10% of all dividends payable by Fortis
on all common stock allocated to an employee’s ESPP account. Common shares are
purchased under the ESPP concurrent with the quarterly dividend payment dates of March 1,
June 1, September 1 and December 1. The cost of Central Hudson’s contribution for the three
months ended March 31, 2018 was approximately $0.01 million.

NOTE 13 – Commitments and Contingencies
There were no material changes in the nature and amounts of Central Hudson’s commitments
from those disclosed in the 2017 Annual Financial Report, except as noted below.
Electricity Purchase Commitments
Central Hudson meets its capacity and electricity obligations through contracts with capacity
and energy providers, purchases from the NYISO energy and capacity markets and its own
generating capacity.
In 2016, Central Hudson entered into an agreement with Entergy Nuclear Power Marketing,
LLC to purchase electricity, on a unit contingent basis at defined prices, from December 1,
2016 through March 31, 2017. Energy supplied under this agreement cost approximately $3.3
million, of which $2.7 million related to the first quarter of 2017. This contract expired on
March 31, 2017 and was not renewed.
In November 2013, Central Hudson entered into a contract to purchase installed capacity from
the Roseton Generating Facility from May 2014 through April 2017. This contract expired on
April 30, 2017 and was not renewed. In June 2014, Central Hudson entered into a contract to
purchase available installed capacity from the Danskammer Generating Facility from October
2014 through July 2018 with approximately $10.8 million in purchase commitments remaining
as of March 31, 2018.
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Energy Credit Purchase Obligations
In August 2016, the PSC issued Order 15-E-0302 adopting a Clean Energy Standard that
includes renewable energy credits (“RECs”) and zero-emissions credit (“ZECs”) requirements.
Beginning in 2017, load serving entities (“LSEs”), which include Central Hudson, are required
to obtain RECs and ZECs in amounts determined by the PSC. LSEs may satisfy their REC
obligation by either purchasing RECs acquired through central procurement by NYSERDA, by
self-supply through direct purchase of tradable RECs, or by making alternative compliance
payments. LSEs will purchase ZECs from NYSERDA at prices approved by the PSC based
on qualifying in-state nuclear plant output and Central Hudson’s full-service customer NYCA
load-ratio share. At March 31, 2018, based on Central Hudson’s estimated load to be served,
the commitment to procure RECs would be less than $0.1 million and approximately $8.1
million for ZECs. The requirement to procure RECs and ZECs will continue based upon
Central Hudson’s future load served to its customers through 2029.
Other Commitments
Pension Benefit and Other Post Retirement Benefit Funding Contributions
Central Hudson is required to meet its contractual benefit payment obligations. Decisions
about how to fund the Retirement Plan to meet these obligations are made annually and are
primarily affected by the discount rate used to determine benefit obligations, current asset
values, corporate resources and the projection of Retirement Plan assets. Based on the
funding requirements of the Pension Protection Act of 2006, Central Hudson plans to make
contributions that maintain the target funded percentage at 80% or higher. In January 2018,
Central Hudson made contributions for 2017 of $11.1 million to the Retirement Plan and $1.3
million to the OPEB plans, resulting in a funded status that met Central Hudson’s objective.
Actual contributions for 2018 could vary significantly based upon economic growth, projected
investment returns, inflation and interest rate assumptions. Actual funded status could vary
significantly based on asset returns and changes in the discount rate used to estimate the
present value of future obligations.
Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan
As a result of the acquisition of CH Energy Group, Inc. by Fortis on June 27, 2013, in
accordance with the terms of the Trust agreement for the SERP, Central Hudson is required to
maintain a funding level at 110% of the present value of the accrued benefits payable under
the Plan on an annual basis. In January 2018, Central Hudson made a contribution to the
SERP for 2017 of $3.3 million resulting in a funding status that achieves the requirements of
the Trust agreement. Actual contributions for 2018 could vary based on investment returns
and interest rates.
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Parental Guarantee
CHET was established to be an investor in Transco, which was created to develop, own and
operate electric transmission projects in New York State. In December 2014, Transco filed an
application with the FERC for the recovery through a formula rate, the cost of and a return on
five high voltage transmission projects totaling $1.7 billion. CHET’s maximum commitment for
these five projects is $182 million, which is the maximum budgeted amount for these projects
at 100% equity. As of March 31, 2018, CHET’s investment in Transco was approximately $7.3
million.
CH Energy Group issued a parental guarantee to Transco to assure the payment of CHET’s
maximum commitment of $182 million. As of March 31, 2018, CH Energy Group is not aware
of any existing condition that would require any payments under this guarantee.
Contingencies
Environmental Matters
Central Hudson


Site Investigation and Remediation Program

Central Hudson has been notified by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (“DEC”) that it believes Central Hudson or its predecessors at one time owned
and/or operated manufactured gas plants (“MGP”) to serve their customers’ heating and
lighting needs, at seven sites in Central Hudson’s franchise territory. The DEC has further
requested that Central Hudson investigate and, if necessary, remediate these sites under a
Consent Order, Voluntary Cleanup Agreement (“VCA”) which expired on March 31, 2018, or
Brownfield Cleanup Agreement (“BCA”). The DEC has placed seven sites on the New York
State Environmental Site Remediation Database. In addition, Central Hudson is also
performing environmental SIR at two other non-MGP sites within its service territory. The first
site, Little Britain Road, operating under a VCA, still requires additional necessary SIR related
work performed. Central Hudson’s outside legal counsel has initiated efforts, in advance of the
VCA program’s expiration, to execute either a Consent Order or BCA to replace the VCA. The
second site, Eltings Corners, is proceeding with SIR related work stipulated within the facility’s’
current Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Hazardous Waste Storage Permit issued
and administered by the DEC under 6NYCRR Part 373.
Central Hudson accrues for remediation costs based on the amounts that can be reasonably
estimated at a point in time. As of March 31, 2018, Central Hudson has accrued $55.3 million
with respect to all SIR activities, including operation, maintenance and monitoring costs
(“OM&M”), of which $16.3 million is anticipated to be spent in the next twelve months.
SIR can be divided into various stages of completion based on the milestones of activities
completed and reports reviewed. These stages, the types of costs accrued during various
stages and the sites currently in each stage include:
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1. Investigation – Begins with preliminary investigations and is completed upon filing and
approval by DEC of a Remedial Investigation (“RI”) Report. Central Hudson accrues for
estimated investigation costs.
 Site #9 – Little Britain Road - RI in Progress
 Per DEC recommendation, Central Hudson completed a survey of the site
monitoring wells, developed remaining wells and collected groundwater samples for
laboratory analysis in May 2017. The results of the sampling event were submitted
to the DEC for review with a recommendation on the next course of action in August
2017. Based on the results, the DEC has required a supplemental investigation. As
such, Central Hudson submitted a work plan to the DEC and received approval in
February 2018.
 An Environmental Easement was executed with the DEC in December 2017 and
subsequently the proof of recording was submitted to the DEC in January 2018.
 In February, a request for proposal was prepared and disseminated to
Environmental Engineering Firms (“EEF”) to complete the investigation activities.
Commencement is anticipated in second quarter of 2018.
2. Remedial Alternatives Analysis (“RAA”) – Engineering analysis of alternatives for
remediation based on the RI is compiled into a RAA Report. Upon completion of the RAA
and the filing with the DEC, management accrues for an estimate of remediation costs
developed and quantified in the RAA based on DEC approved methods, as well as an
estimate of post-remediation OM&M. These amounts represent a significant portion of the
total costs to remediate and are subject to change based on further investigations, final
remedial design and associated engineering estimates, regulatory comments and requests,
remedial design changes/negotiations and changed or unforeseen conditions during the
remediation or additional requirements following the remediation. Prior to the completion of
the RAA, management cannot reasonably estimate what cost will be incurred for
remediation or post-remediation activities.
3. Remedial Design - Upon approval of the RAA and final decision of remediation approach
based on alternatives presented, a Remedial Design (“RD”) or Remedial Action Work Plan
(“RAWP”) is developed and filed with the DEC for approval.
 Site #5 – North Water Street – RD in Progress
 The DEC issued a Decision Document in March 2016 and approved the RAA Report
in April 2016.
 Central Hudson executed a “Design-Build” contract with an EEF in March 2017.
Pre-Design Investigation (“PDI”) and RD activities commenced in May 2017 with fullscale remediation projected to commence in mid-2018 pending receipt of required
regulatory approvals and permits.
 A RD/RAWP detailing the upland (including bulkhead installation) and Hudson River
remediation activities was submitted to the DEC in February 2018. Central Hudson
is currently coordinating a meeting with the DEC to discuss.
 Approximately $46.3 million has been accrued as of March 31, 2018, based on the
scope of work and cost estimate developed for remediation and OM&M activities, of
which $12.6 million is expected to be spent in the next twelve months.
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 Site # 8 - Eltings Corners – RAWP in Progress
 In June 2016, the DEC finalized the Permit Modification to the facility’s Hazardous
Waste Storage Permit.
 PDI activities were completed during the second quarter of 2017 and the results
were submitted as an appendix to the RAWP to the DEC in September 2017.
 Bid responses from environmental remediation contractors were received for
evaluation in October 2017 and a contract to complete the remedial activities was
executed in January 2018. Pending required regulatory approvals, remedial
activities are anticipated to commence in the second quarter of 2018.
 Approximately $3.2 million has been accrued as of March 31, 2018, based on the
scope of work and cost estimate developed for remediation and OM&M activities, of
which $3.1 million is expected to be spent in the next twelve months.
4. Remediation – Completion of the work plan as defined in the approved RD. Upon
completion, final reports are filed with the DEC for approval and may include a
Construction Completion Report (“CCR”), Final Engineering Report (“FER”), or other
reports required by the DEC based on the work performed.
5. Post-Remediation Monitoring – Entails the OM&M as directed by the DEC based on the
approved final report of remediation. The activities are typically defined in a Site
Management Plan (“SMP”), which is approved by the DEC. The extent of activities during
this phase may increase or decrease based on the results of ongoing monitoring being
performed and future potential usage of the property.
 Site #2 – Newburgh Area A – Post-Remediation In Progress
 In 2012, Central Hudson retired and removed propane air facilities located on Area
A. The RAWP for this site was approved by the DEC in June 2015 and remedial
activities were completed between October 2015 and January 2016.
 An Environmental Easement for Area A was executed with the DEC and filed with
the Orange County Clerk in March 2017.
 The CCR for Area A was approved by the DEC in August 2017.
 At the request of the DEC a draft SMP was resubmitted in June 2017 for review and
approval. In August and November 2017 the DEC requested several modifications.
A final SMP was submitted to the DEC in December 2017 and approved in February
2018.
 The DEC approved the FER summary letter in February 2018 and issued a
Satisfactory Completion letter changing the site classification from active to closed
on February 28, 2018.
 Site #2 – Newburgh Area B and C – Post-Remediation In Progress
 At the request of the DEC, a CCR associated with the remedial activities completed
in Areas B & C and a draft SMP related to Area B were resubmitted for review and
approval in June 2017. The CCR was approved in July 2017. The final SMP was
submitted to the DEC in December 2017 and approved in February 2018. The
DEC issued a Satisfactory Completion letter changing the site classification from
active to closed on February 28, 2018.
 Approximately $2.3 million has been accrued for all areas of Site #2, as of March
31, 2018, based on the scope of work and cost estimate developed for remediation
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and OM&M activities, of which $0.1 million is expected to be spent in the next
twelve months.
 Site #3 – Laurel Street – Post-Remediation In Progress
 In accordance with the January 2015 SMP, an annual site inspection documenting
the status of the Engineering Controls (“ECs”) and the Institutional Controls (“ICs”),
was performed in April 2017. No actionable findings were noted and the required
Periodic Review Report (“PRR”), summarizing the status of the ECs and ICs, was
submitted to the DEC for review in April 2017.
 In October 2016, as per the request of the DEC, an updated SMP was submitted for
review and approval. The SMP was subsequently approved in October 2017.
 All required remedial work was completed and a Release and Covenant Not to Sue
Letter was issued on March 27, 2018 by the DEC.
 Site #4 – Catskill – Post-Remediation In Progress
 In accordance with the December 2014 SMP, an annual site inspection documenting
the status of the ECs and ICs was performed in April 2017. No actionable findings
were noted and the required PRR summarizing the results was submitted to the
DEC for review in April 2017.
 Site #6 – Kingston – Post-Remediation In Progress
 The RD Report was approved by the DEC in January 2016. A remedial construction
“Design-Build” contract was executed with an EEF in February 2016. A revised
Remedial Work Plan and required permit packages were submitted for regulatory
agency review and were approved in June 2016.
 Site preparation and remedial activities commenced in March and May 2016,
respectively. Remedial restoration activities were completed in June 2017.
 An Environmental Easement was executed with the DEC and filed with the Ulster
County Clerk in the third quarter of 2017.
 The final SMP was submitted and approved by the DEC in November 2017.
 The DEC approved the FER and issued a Certificate of Completion (“COC”) in
December 2017 and the COC was subsequently filed with the Ulster County Clerk.
 Approximately $2.5 million has been accrued as of March 31, 2018, based on the
scope of work and estimated costs for OM&M activities, of which $0.1 million is
expected to be spent over the next twelve months.
 No Action Required
 Site #1 – Beacon – No further costs are expected and no amounts are accrued related
to this site. If the building at this site were to be removed, further investigation and
testing would be required related to the soil under the building, which may require
additional remediation. Management cannot currently estimate the likelihood of the
building being removed or the costs that may be incurred related to this.
 Site #7 – Bayeaux Street – No further investigation or remedial action is currently
required. However, per the DEC, this site still remains on the list for potential future
investigation.
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Future remediation activities, including OM&M and related costs may vary significantly from
the assumptions used in Central Hudson's current cost estimates and these costs could have a
material adverse effect (the extent of which cannot be reasonably determined) on the financial
condition, results of operations and cash flows of CH Energy Group and Central Hudson if
Central Hudson were unable to recover all or a substantial portion of these costs via collection
in rates from customers and/or through insurance.
Central Hudson expects to recover its remediation costs from its customers. The current
components of this recovery include:
 As part of the 2015 Rate Order, Central Hudson maintained previously granted
deferral authority and future recovery for the differences between actual
Environmental SIR costs (both MGP and non-MGP) and the associated rate
allowances, with carrying charges to be accrued on the deferred balances at the
authorized pre-tax rate of return.
 The 2015 Rate Order includes cash recovery of approximately $18.9 million during
the three-year rate plan period ending June 30, 2018, with $17.4 million recovered
through March 31, 2018.
 The total spent in the three months ended March 31, 2018 and 2017 related to site
investigation and remediation was approximately $0.5 million and $2.5 million.
 The regulatory asset balance including carrying charges as of March 31, 2018,
December 31, 2017 and March 31, 2017 was $59.3 million, $59.8 million and $63.1
million, respectively, which represents the cumulative difference between amounts
spent or currently accrued as a liability and the amounts recovered to date through
rates or insurance recoveries, plus carrying charges accrued on deferred balances.
Central Hudson has put its insurers on notice and intends to seek reimbursement from its
insurers for its costs. Certain of these insurers have denied coverage. There were no
insurance recoveries in the three months ended March 31, 2018 and 2017. We do not expect
insurance recoveries to offset a meaningful portion of total costs.
Other Environmental Matters
On April 17, 2017, Central Hudson received a Request for Information from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, regarding the Wappingers Creek Superfund Site
in Wappinger Falls, NY. In July 2017, Central Hudson responded to the Request for
Information by submitting information and documents to the EPA. Since that submittal, the
Company has received no further communication from the EPA regarding this matter. The
Company cannot predict the outcome of, or assess the extent of liability, if any, relating to this
matter.
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Litigation
Asbestos Litigation
Central Hudson is involved in various asbestos lawsuits.
As of March 31, 2018, of the 3,372 asbestos cases brought against Central Hudson, 1,179
remain pending. Of the cases no longer pending against Central Hudson, 2,037 have been
dismissed or discontinued without payment by Central Hudson and Central Hudson has settled
156 cases. Central Hudson is presently unable to assess the validity of the remaining
asbestos lawsuits; however, based on information known to Central Hudson at this time,
including Central Hudson’s experience in settling asbestos cases and in obtaining dismissals
of asbestos cases, Central Hudson believes that the costs which may be incurred in
connection with the remaining lawsuits will not have a material adverse effect on the financial
position, results of operations or cash flows of either CH Energy Group or Central Hudson.
Other Litigation
CH Energy Group and Central Hudson are involved in various other legal and administrative
proceedings incidental to their businesses, which are in various stages. While these matters
collectively could involve substantial amounts, based on the facts currently known, it is the
opinion of management that their ultimate resolution will not have a material adverse effect on
either CH Energy Group’s or Central Hudson’s financial positions, results of operations or cash
flows.
CH Energy Group and Central Hudson expense legal costs as incurred.

NOTE 14 – Segments and Related Information
CH Energy Group's reportable operating segments are the regulated electric utility business
and regulated natural gas utility business of Central Hudson. Other activities of CH Energy
Group, which do not constitute a business segment, include CHEC’s remaining energy
investments, CHET’s investment in Transco (a regulated entity), CHGT which has no current
activity, and the holding company’s activities, which consist primarily of financing its
subsidiaries, and are reported under the heading “Other Businesses and Investments.”
Central Hudson’s operations are seasonal in nature and weather-sensitive and, as a result,
financial results for interim periods are not necessarily indicative of trends for a twelve-month
period. Demand for electricity typically peaks during the summer, while demand for natural
gas typically peaks during the winter.
General corporate expenses and Central Hudson’s property common to both electric and
natural gas segments have been allocated in accordance with practices established for
regulatory purposes. The common allocation per the terms of the 2015 Rate Order is 80% for
electric and 20% for natural gas.
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and its subsidiaries are currently evaluating the impact, if any, that the adoption of this standard
will have on the financial statements and related disclosures.

NOTE 19 – Subsequent Events
An evaluation of subsequent events through the date these Condensed Consolidated Financial
Statements were issued was completed to determine whether circumstances warranted
recognition and disclosure of events or transactions in the Condensed Consolidated Financial
Statements as of March 31, 2018.
On April 16, 2018, CH Energy Group’s Board of Directors approved a $5.5 million dividend
payment to its parent FortisUS.
On April 16, 2018, CH Energy Group’s Board of Directors approved the acceptance of a capital
contribution in the amount of $8.0 million from its parent FortisUS to be received in the second
quarter of 2018.
On April 16, 2018, Central Hudson’s Board of Directors approved the acceptance of a capital
contribution in the amount of $2.5 million from its parent CH Energy Group to be received in
the second quarter of 2018.
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INTERIM MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION and ANALYSIS of FINANCIAL
CONDITION and RESULTS of OPERATIONS
For the Three Months Ended March 31, 2018
This information should be read in conjunction with the Quarterly Condensed Financial
Statements and the notes contained herein, and the audited 2017 Annual Financial Report’s
financial statements and notes, and Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations.
Company: CH Energy Group is the holding company parent corporation of four principal,
wholly owned subsidiaries, Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation (“Central Hudson” or
the “Company”), Central Hudson Enterprises Corporation, Central Hudson Electric
Transmission LLC (“CHET”) and Central Hudson Gas Transmission LLC (“CHGT”). Central
Hudson is a regulated electric and natural gas transmission and distribution utility. In 2014,
CH Energy Group formed CHET to engage in electric transmission projects. CHET currently
has a 6.1% ownership interest in New York Transco LLC (“Transco”), a partnership with
affiliates of the other investor owned utilities in New York State which was created to develop,
own and operate electric transmission projects in New York State. In the first quarter of 2016,
CHGT was formed to hold CH Energy Group’s ownership stake in possible gas transmission
pipeline opportunities in New York State. All of CH Energy Group’s common stock is indirectly
owned by Fortis Inc. (“Fortis”), a leader in the North American regulated electric and gas utility
business, with fiscal 2017 revenue of CAD$8.3 billion and total assets of approximately
CAD$48 billion. Fortis and its subsidiaries’ 8,500 employees serve utility customers in five
Canadian provinces, nine U.S. states and three Caribbean countries.
Central Hudson purchases, sells at wholesale and retail, and distributes electricity and natural
gas at retail, in portions of New York State to approximately 300,000 electric and 80,000
natural gas customers and is subject to regulation by the New York Public Service
Commission (“PSC” or “Commission”).

Mission and Strategy
Mission
CH Energy Group and Central Hudson’s mission is to deliver electricity and natural gas to an
expanding customer base in a safe, reliable, courteous and affordable manner; to produce
growing financial returns for shareholders; to foster a culture that encourages employees to
reach their full potential and to be a good corporate citizen.
CH Energy Group’s strategy is to:
• Invest primarily in electric and gas transmission and distribution; and
• Maintain a financial profile that supports a credit rating for Central Hudson in the “A”
category.
Strategy Execution
Management continues to focus on investment in Central Hudson’s electric and natural gas
infrastructure as the core of its strategy. Central Hudson’s five year forecast includes an
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Earnings: Earnings for the first quarter of 2018 were relatively unchanged as compared to the
same period in 2017. The rate increase effective July 1, 2017 was partially offset by an
increase in operating expenses, including higher storm restoration costs, tree trimming activity
in response to the impact of hazardous trees resulting from insect infestation, and an increase
in street light and other distribution maintenance expense. Additionally impacting earnings in
the first quarter of 2018 were regulatory deferrals to return revenues to customers for
estimated shared earnings and net plant and depreciation results that were below targets
established in the 2015 Rate Order.
Energy supply costs reflect higher electric and natural gas commodity prices in 2018 as
compared to 2017, coupled with higher purchased volumes. This did not have a direct impact
on earnings due to the full deferral of commodity costs and the Revenue Decoupling
Mechanism (“RDM”). However, Central Hudson is authorized to bill customers’ volumetric
factors for the recovery of bad debt and working capital costs related to commodity purchases.
Fluctuations in volume and price will impact the revenues collected through these factors.
Electricity Sales & Natural Gas Sales: Electricity and natural gas sales increased 4.1% and
5.6%, respectively, due to colder than normal weather in the first quarter of 2018 when
compared to the corresponding period in 2017. Sales variations do not have a material impact
on Central Hudson’s earnings as a result of its RDM structure.
Depreciation and Amortization: Depreciation and amortization increased over the comparable
prior year periods due to the increased investment in Central Hudson’s electric and gas
infrastructure in accordance with its capital expenditure program.
Other Income, net: Other income, net for the quarter increased primarily as a result of the
reclassification of non-service cost component of pension costs.
Corporate Taxes: The decrease in corporate Income tax was driven by a decrease in the
effective tax rate from 39.1% in prior period to 18.8% for the quarter ended March 31, 2018, as
well as, a decrease in pre-tax book income. The lower combined effective rate was primarily
driven by the decrease in the federal income tax rate from 35% to 21% as mandated in the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act. This did not have a material impact on earnings as the benefits are being
deferred for future pass back to customers.
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Central Hudson’s revenues consist of two major categories: those that offset specific expenses
in the current period (matching revenues) and those that impact earnings. Matching revenues
represent amounts billed in the current period to recover actual costs for particular expenses
(most notably, purchased electricity and purchased natural gas, pensions and Other PostEmployment Benefits (“OPEBs”) and New York State (“NYS”) energy efficiency programs).
Any difference between these revenues and the actual expenses incurred is deferred for future
recovery from or refund to customers and, therefore, does not impact earnings, with the
exception of related carrying charges, which are recorded within other income or interest
charges in the CH Energy Group and Central Hudson Statement of Income. Additionally, in
the first quarter of 2018, matched revenues also included revenues deferred for future pass
back to customers related to the benefits of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.
Electric & Natural Gas Revenue:
The quarter over quarter increase in electric and natural gas revenue can primarily be
attributed to increased recoveries of purchased commodity costs and the increase in customer
delivery rates effective July 1, 2017, as approved in the 2015 Rate Order. Partially offsetting
the increase in electric revenue were the deferral of revenue for future pass back to customers
resulting from shared earnings and the net plant and depreciation results below defined targets
in the 2015 Rate Order.
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Central Hudson intends to fund growth in its long-lived assets in a manner that maintains an
equity ratio of no less than 48%, excluding short-term debt balances. Central Hudson plans to
utilize short-term debt to fund seasonal and temporary variations in working capital
requirements. If wholesale energy prices increase, Central Hudson would expect a
corresponding increase in its current level of working capital.
Central Hudson anticipates that the enactment of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act will result in lower
revenues from customers due to the change in the federal income tax rate from 35% to 21%.
The resulting decrease in cash coupled with the impact of new restrictions for regulated utilities
under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act related to bonus depreciation deductibility will require Central
Hudson to seek additional sources to fund working capital.
CH Energy Group believes cash generated from operations and funds obtained from its
financing program will be sufficient in 2018 and the foreseeable future to meet working capital
needs, pay dividends on its Common Stock, and fund investments to fulfill CHET’s investment
in Transco and Central Hudson’s public service obligations and growth objectives.
CH Energy Group’s secondary sources of funds are its cash reserves and its credit facilities.
CH Energy Group’s ability to use its credit facility is contingent upon maintaining certain
financial covenants. CH Energy Group does not anticipate that those covenants will restrict its
access to funds in 2018 or the foreseeable future.
Committed Credit Facilities
By Order issued and effective September 18, 2015, the PSC authorized an increase in Central
Hudson’s committed available credit facilities to $200 million. On October 15, 2015, Central
Hudson entered into a five-year revolving credit agreement with six commercial banks.
On July 10, 2015, CH Energy Group entered into a Third Amended and Restated Credit
Agreement with four commercial banks. The credit commitment of the banks under the facility
is $50 million with a maturity date of July 10, 2020. Consolidated CH Energy Group’s
committed credit as of March 31, 2018 and December 31, 2017 was $250 million.
There were no outstanding amounts under either credit facility as of March 31, 2018 and
December 31, 2017.
Uncommitted Credit
At March 31, 2018 and December 31, 2017, Central Hudson had uncommitted short-term
credit arrangements with three commercial banks totaling $40 million of which $10 million was
outstanding at March 31, 2018. There was no outstanding balance at December 31, 2017.
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Summary of Changes in Accounting Policies from December 31, 2017
Regulation: There were no material changes to Central Hudson’s regulatory accounting
policies during the three months ended March 31, 2018.
Critical Accounting Estimates: There were no material changes to CH Energy Group’s or
Central Hudson’s critical accounting estimates during the three months ended March 31, 2018.
GAAP: There were no material changes to CH Energy Group’s or Central Hudson’s
accounting policies during the three months ended March 31, 2018, except as noted below:
Revenue from Contracts with Customers
Effective January 1, 2018, CH Energy Group and Central Hudson adopted Accounting
Standard Codification (“ASC”) 606, which requires recognition of revenue when a customer
obtains control of promised goods or services in an amount that reflects the consideration to
which the company expects to receive using the modified retrospective approach. As part of
the implementation of ASC 606, CH Energy Group and Central Hudson made an accounting
policy election to report revenues net of utility taxes.
Presentation of Pension Costs
Effective January 1, 2018, CH Energy Group and Central Hudson adopted ASU No. 2017-07
which requires employers to report the service cost component in the same line item as other
compensation costs and Non-Service Costs (“NSC”) be presented in the income statement
outside income from operations. The amendments also allow only the service cost component
to be eligible for capitalization. PSC Case 17-M-0363 allowed regulated entities to no longer
capitalize non-service costs components of pension and OPEB as required by accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America and permitted continuation of
deferral accounting treatment. As part of the implementation of ASU 2017-07, CH Energy Group
and Central Hudson have changed the capitalization rate to exclude the NSC component and
will report NSC in Other Net in the Condensed Consolidated Statements of Income.
Business Outlook and Summary of Significant Business Risks
Outlook
There were no material changes to the Company’s mission and strategy since its 2017 Annual
Financial Report.
Risk Factors
The were no material changes to the Company’s risk factors, as set forth in its 2017 Annual
Financial Report, during the first quarter of 2018.
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Regulatory Proceedings

There were no material changes in Central Hudson’s regulatory proceedings from those
disclosed in the 2017 Annual Financial Report, except as noted below.
Clean Energy Standard Proceedings
In June 2015, the Governor announced New York’s 2015 State Energy Plan as a
comprehensive roadmap to build a clean, resilient and affordable energy system for NYS. On
March 15, 2018, the Commission ordered modifications to the existing Maintenance Tier
program, which applies only to eligible, preexisting renewable facilities. The modifications
include expanding the number of already-built renewable energy projects eligible for funding
under the program in cases of need, increasing the size threshold for eligible existing
hydroelectric facilities from 5 MW up to 10 MW, and lowering regulatory burdens making it
easier to participate in the program if the facility is under economic duress. This will facilitate
the State meeting its renewable targets by 2030 but also lessen the burden on existing
ratepayers. Additionally in 2018, NYSERDA awarded $1.4 billion for 26 new large-scale
renewable energy projects from the 2017 Renewable Energy Standard Solicitation. The
awarded projects are located throughout NYS and include 22 solar farms, three wind farms,
and one hydroelectric project. These projects are expected to be operational by 2022 and,
once operational, will add more than 1,380 MW of renewable capacity. NYSERDA expects
these projects to create more than 3,000 short and long term jobs in construction, operations
and maintenance.
No prediction can be made regarding the outcome of this matter or the potential impacts on
Central Hudson at this time.
Value of Distributed Energy Resources Proceeding (“DER”) – Value of “D”
In December 2015, the Commission instituted a new proceeding, Case 15-E-0751, “In the
Matter of the Value of Distributed Energy Resources (“VDER”)” to propose valuation methods
for DER. These compensation reforms are being considered as a reform to net metering. On
February 21, 2018 the PSC issued an order that expanded the eligibility for participation in
Value Stack from 2 MW to projects up to 5MW subject to the existing VDER technology
eligibility and with the exception of Combined Heat and Power. In addition to increasing the
size cap from 2 MW to 5 MW the Order states: 1) projects are subject to the same
compensation mechanisms and tranche system as projects smaller than 2MW (Value Stack),
2) allows multiple 2 MW projects that are located next to each other to combine, 3) doesn’t
require a low income component, 4) revised the treatment of overflow in tranches going
forward by limiting tranche overflow to a max of 1MW so that if project size exceeds the
remaining capacity in the current tranche by more than 1 MW, the entire project is placed in
the next tranche and 5) allows an individual satellite account to be served by several
generators, including multiple remote generators at host sites and a generator located at the
satellite account with a cumulative rated capacity of up to 5 MW.
No prediction can be made regarding the outcome of this matter or the potential impacts on
Central Hudson at this time.
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Community Choice Aggregation (“CCA”)
On January 18, 2018 and March 16, 2018, the PSC approved CCA programs filed by Good
Energy and Joule Assets, Inc. respectively, subject to certain modification to their
implementation plans and filing of a final Data Protection Plan. CCA programs provide
municipalities with the opportunity to aggregate electric and/or gas supply on behalf of their
residents and small businesses on an opt-out basis. The CCA framework requires that one or
more municipalities, or their designee in the role of a CCA administrator, file an Implementation
Plan and Data Protection Plan for Commission approval. In addition, they must submit
certifications of local authorization before requesting data from a utility, soliciting proposals
from energy service companies (“ESCO”s), or beginning operation of a CCA program. The
CCA Framework Order requires that Implementation Plans include: (a) a description of the
program and its goals, including plans for value-added services; (b) a public outreach plan,
including multiple forms of outreach and engagement over a period of no less than two
months; (c) drafts of written communications with residents, including opt-out letters; (d)
contact information for a CCA liaison to respond to questions or concerns by potential CCA
customers; and (e) identification of at least one local official or agency in each municipality that
residents of that municipality may contact with questions or comments. To date, seven
communities within the Central Hudson service territory have each exercised their Municipal
Home Rule Law authority to initiate a CCA program. Additional communities may pass local
laws in the future to join or establish a CCA. Under the program regulations, residents and
small businesses can decline the opportunity to join a CCA. The approved Joule Assets’ CCA
program also allows CCA members to become community-distributed generation subscribers,
allowing residents to participate in local community-scale renewable energy projects. Once
the final Good Energy and Joule Assets’ implementation plans are approved by the
Commission, Central Hudson is required to provide aggregated and customer specific–data to
CCA Administrators and ESCOs under the terms and timeframes in the Commission’s April 21,
2016 CCA Framework Order. Prior to the transfer of any customer data, the CCA
Administrator is required to execute a Data Security Agreement with the Company.
No prediction can be made regarding the outcome of this matter or the potential impacts on
Central Hudson at this time.
Accuracy and Effectiveness of Certain Utility Reliability and Customer Service Reported
Data Operations Audit
On March 10, 2017, the PSC approved Central Hudson’s Audit Implementation Plan filed on
May 20, 2016. The Company is required to file status reports with the Commission on
recommendation implementation progress every four months until all recommendations are
fully implemented. Central Hudson’s most recent implementation plan update was filed on
March 20, 2018 in which the Company reported nineteen recommendations completed and
closed by Staff, thirty-three recommendations considered completed by the Company but
pending Staff’s review, and seven still in progress. The recommendations are not expected to
have a significant impact on Central Hudson’s earnings, financial position or cash flows.
Impact of Changes in Federal Tax Law
On December 29, 2017 the Commission issued an order initiating a proceeding, Case 17-M0815, to study the potential effects of the enactment of the December 22, 2017 Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act on the tax expenses and liabilities of New York State utilities, and the regulatory
treatment of any windfalls in order to preserve the benefits for ratepayers. Among items of
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most significance that will be addressed in the proceeding are the impacts of the reduction in
the corporate federal income tax rate from 35% to 21% (not currently reflected in the
Company’s currents rates), as well as the treatment of bonus depreciation and net operating
losses. The Order directs the PSC Staff to issue their recommendations for the treatment of
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act’s effects. A Technical Conference was held on February 9, 2018 to
inform and assist in developing a subsequent Staff recommendation to the Commission.
On March 29, 2018 Staff filed its proposal that contains recommendations to the Commission
for the treatment of the effects of the Tax Act associated with 1) how to capture the net
benefits for customers; 2) ratemaking mechanisms that can be employed to return ongoing
and deferred benefits to customers; 3) the accounting and ratemaking treatment of the major
tax changes required by the Tax Act; and 4) the interest rate to be applied to the deferred
benefits until these benefits are passed back to customers. Comments by interested parties
on Staff’s recommendations are due on or before June 27, 2018.
No prediction can be made regarding the outcome of this matter or the potential impacts on
Central Hudson at this time.
In the Matter of Utility Preparation & Response to Power Outages During the March 2018
Winter Storms – DPS 18-00618
On March 14, 2018, following the March 2018 Nor’easter storms on March 2nd (Riley) and
March 7th (Quinn), the PSC notified the chief executives of the state’s major electric utility
companies that an investigation into preparedness of and response to the two early March
storms was underway, including all aspects of the Companies’ filed and approved emergency
plans. The investigation will include evaluation under the Commission’s Emergency Response
Scorecard that was filed by Central Hudson with the Commission on April 11, 2018. In
addition, per state regulations, the Company is required to perform and file with the
Commission an Emergency Response Performance Assessment within 60 days. Central
Hudson’s performance assessment is due May 11, 2018. The PSC Staff will conduct 20 public
statements hearings (“PSH”) in April throughout the state to receive public comments
regarding the storm preparedness and response of the electric companies. PSH are
scheduled for April 16 and April 23 in Central Hudson’s service territory in Athens in Greene
County and in Poughkeepsie in Dutchess County, respectively. The Company is responding
to numerous Staff data requests that have been submitted as part their extensive review of the
Company’s storm preparedness and responsiveness.
2017 Electric and Gas Rate Filing Request
Central Hudson filed an electric and natural gas rate case on July 28, 2017 with the PSC
seeking electric and natural gas delivery revenue increases of $43 million and $18.1 million,
respectively, to become effective July 1, 2018. The rate filing was made in order to align
electric and natural gas delivery rates with the projected costs of providing service to our
customers.
On April 18, 2018, a Joint Proposal (“JP”) was filed proposing a comprehensive three-year rate
plan for Central Hudson’s electric and natural gas delivery service to be effective for the period
beginning July 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2021. The JP was signed by the Company,
Department of Public Service Staff, Multiple Intervenors, Utility Intervention Unit, Dutchess
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County, Public Utility Law Project, Pace Center for Climate Change, Natural Resources
Defense Council, Department of Defense, Acadia Center, NY Geothermal Energy Organization
and Bob Wyman. To the extent Commission approval of the JP occurs after July 1, 2018 the
JP includes a make whole provision to ensure that Central Hudson recovers the allowed Rate
Year 1 (“RY1”) revenues by the end of RY1.
The JP proposes revenue increases which, if approved, would result in average residential
monthly bill impacts of 1.33%, 2.99% and 4.41% for electric customers and 2.05%, 4.40% and
5.45% for natural gas customers in each year of the rate plan.
The proposed revenue requirements reflect an allowed return on equity of 8.80% for all three
years with a common equity ratio of 48% for RY1, 49% for RY2 and 50% for RY3. Earnings in
excess of 9.30% will be shared with customers. The revenue requirements reflect authorization
for capital expenditures of over $650 million over the term of the rate plan including an
increase in information technology investments, funding to begin implementing a multi-year
plan to construct a Training Center and Primary Control Center, continued investment for Leak
Prone Pipe Replacement, and Distribution Automation and Network Strategy. The revenue
requirements also reflect an increase in funding for Transmission and Distribution Right of Way
Maintenance, increased low income discounts, funding to eliminate credit/debit card and walkin center payment fees paid by customers and an increase in energy efficiency program costs
which will be moved into base rates.
The JP introduces five electric and one natural gas Earnings Adjustment Mechanism with
targets set for minimum, midpoint and maximum performance. Potential maximum earnings
adjustments total $2.0 million in 2018, $4.3 million in 2019, $4.7 million in 2020 and $4.9
million in 2021.
The proposed rates reflect a reduction to the customer charge for residential and electric small
commercial classes. A Rate Adjustment Mechanism is proposed to return or collect certain
deferrals and costs on a timely basis and the electric RDM has been expanded to include SCs
3, 5 and 8.
The JP also proposes changes to various performance mechanisms for electric, natural gas
and customer service. For electric reliability, the System Average Interruption Frequency Index
target is raised to 1.38 in 2018 and gradually reduced back to 1.30 by the end of the rate plan.
In the natural gas business, gas safety metric targets were restated for calendar year 2018 and
other changes were made including revised targets for all metrics, a reduction to potential
NRAs and additional positive revenue adjustments for surpassing certain gas safety metrics.
For customer service, the JP includes more stringent Customer Satisfaction and PSC
Complaint targets, new Call Answer Rate and Residential Termination/Uncollectible metrics
and a reduction in the total potential negative revenue adjustments.
On April 19, 2018 the Commission issued the following Ruling on Schedule:
 May 2, 2018-Statements in Support of Opposition to the Joint Proposal
 May 9, 2018 Statements in Reply to Other Parties’ Positions
 May 21, 2018 - Start of Evidentiary Hearing
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Statements included in this Quarterly Financial Report, which are not historical in nature, are
intended to be “forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking statements may be identified by
words such as “anticipates,” “intends,” “estimates,” “believes,” “projects,” “expects,” “plans,”
“assumes,” “seeks,” and other similar words and expressions. CH Energy Group is subject to
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those indicated
in the forward-looking statements. The risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited
to: deviations from normal seasonal temperatures and storm activity, changes in energy and
commodity prices, availability of energy supplies, changes in interest rates, poor operating
performance, legislative, tax and regulatory developments, the outcome of litigations, and the
resolution of current and future environmental issues. Additional information concerning risks
and uncertainties may be found in the “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations” section of CH Energy Group’s Quarterly and Annual
Financial Reports. These reports are available in the Financial Information section of the
website of CH Energy Group, at www.CHEnergyGroup.com. CH Energy Group undertakes no
obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events, or otherwise.
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